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Step over the threshold of The Westin Palace, Milan and discover a natural place to meet, recently renovated after a full restyling of common areas, bar and 
meeting rooms. Iconic meeting point for Milanese and travelers set within the dynamic Porta Nuova District, the hotel effortlessly blends perceptive, warm 
service and upscale living, inherent feature of cosmopolitan Milan.



Enriched by its surroundings, the hotel sits within the Porta Nuova District, new heart of Milan. A thriving metropolis for business and leisure, it combines 
high-end shopping, cultural attractions and open green spaces, and is also conveniently located within easy reach of Milan Central station and both 
international and domestic airports. The nearby Giardini Pubblici Indro Montanelli park provides further opportunities for keeping fit and spending quality 
time with the family enjoying the wide green outdoors. 1 / 11 THE DESTINATION 



NEW BLOOM.
NEW LOOK.

We recently revealed a new design after a renovation that combines the beauty of our classical architecture with contemporary lines. The lobby, The Lounge Bar and 
the meeting spaces have been redesigned taking inspiration from our two souls - a refined Mid- Century charm and the grandeur of classic Imperial elegance – with a 
modern touch. Sophisticated details and a fresh elegant color palette introduce guests to a lively atmosphere of timeless luxury and a new concept of hospitality. A 
Biophilic Westin is in full bloom, reconciling guests with nature and greenery. Be ready for a new immersive experience from your first step in. 2 / 11 NEW BLOOM. NEW LOOK.



Discover the refreshed interiors of our guestrooms that combine the beauty of our classical architecture with a spectrum of modernity reflecting 21st-century 
Milanese design. Some rooms come with a compelling city view, while others offer bathroom with private steam bath overlooking Milan’s skyline. Thoughtful 
and accomplished, each space is complemented by the addition of the Westin Heavenly® Bed to enhance each stay.
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Luxuriate in Utmost Comfort. Get the most out of your stay and choose to vacay in one of our 35 sumptuous suites, some of which boast a private marble steam 
bath with magnificent views over Milan's skyline and the famed Duomo Cathedral. The larger suites include separate living areas for maximum relaxation. A 
sense of refined enrichment is further enhanced by an attentive service and exclusive tailor-made benefits.
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With over 200m2 of floor space, the Presidential Suite offers split-level, corner accommodation combining the 8th and 9th floor. Upscale living is elevated with 
a generous private terrace for outdoor socializing, furnished with cuttingedge Minipool Seaside designed by Teuco, where striking views across Milan towards 
the Duomo, add to the sense of enrichment.
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Eat well at signature Italian restaurant PanEVO, serving up traditional cuisine in an intimate and refined location. Here is where diners experience the time-honored 
bread and olive oil ritual, and Mediterranean dishes are served. Executive Chef Moris La Greca, passionate about the way seasons determine the ingredients and tastes 
combinations, designed a menu that is all about authentic simple flavors that taste like home, carefully balanced in a fresh contemporary presentation.
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TERRAZZA PANEVO 

Experience Milanese al fresco dining with the advent of spring and summer, when PanEVO moves outside to inhabit Terrazza PanEVO, entered via a dedicated, private 
elevator. Styled with swathes of greenery and scented flowers, the terrace is a natural boundary from the bustling energy of Milan and proves a stimulating draw for 
both locals and guests. The restaurant has a thriving reputation for combining seasonal and fresh products to create authentic, Italian dishes.
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Intimate and comfortable, The Lounge Bar is an inspired place for locals and travelers to meet and connect, serving up balanced lunches, signature aperitifs and 
ultimate after dinners. Thanks to its private lounge atmosphere, it is the ideal backdrop for relaxed business meetings and casual gatherings. Recently renovated, it now 
shines in new splendor exalted by a fresh color palette, modern furnishings and decorations that elevate its original architecture. As summer arrives, the bar spreads 
beyond the lobby to the open-air patio at the hotel entrance with green landscaping offering precious respite from the more frenetic side of Milan. 8 / 11 THE LOUNGE BAR





Spa and fitness center

RELAX AND 
REVITALIZE

Discover the Spa where a holistic approach to wellbeing and personalized treatments are offered by a talented team of therapists. Incorporating a 
multi-sensory experience and an extensive program of customized treatments and massages, this is where relaxation is a given. For those choosing to keep 
active, there is also a fully equipped gym with Technogym® workout systems.
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Beauty space
Fitness center

14 modular rooms accommodate up to 400 people
Total available space of 1,300 sqm
Roof Terrace 8th Floor, charming private terrace during summer

The Lounge Bar
PanEVO Restaurant
Terrazza PanEVO

231 elegant rooms including 30 suites
1 Presidential suite with a private steambath, exclusive wine cellar 
and terrace

Piazza della Repubblica 20, Milan, 20124
City attractions walking distance from the hotel
Milańs two airports are close by: Linate - 15 min, Malpensa - 50 min
Close to Garibaldi and Central railway stations
Located in the Porta Nuova district, new heart of Milan
+39 02 63361 | palacemilan@westin.com

LEISURE

MEETING AND BUSINESS

RESTAURANTS AND BARS

GUEST ROOMS

LOCATION & CONTACTS
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